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Edi tori a1
It is not usual to devote the major portion of an issue of this Calendar to a

single exhibition, but the extraordinary character of the one recently held at
Temple Newsam deserves more than the customary passing reference. This
exhibition, devoted to works of art from the collections of subscribers, was
an important event in the history of the Leeds Art Collections Fund, and a
revelation of the divers and widespread interest in the arts which exist in and
around this great industrial centre. The number of people with collections of
works of art is in itself quite extraordinary in a place where interests are
alleged to centre on more mundane pursuits. Even more surprising was the
great variety of objects to be found in local collections, and the consistently
high standard which we were able to maintain throughout this extensive
exhibition.

Unlike most of the exhibitions this one started out with no historical or
aesthetic theme. Merely as an accumulation of objects it was stimulating
because of its variety and the quality of the individual pieces. But for those
who seek to be edified by an exhibition rather than be contented merely to
enjoy, there were lessons to be learned from this one. In the first place it gave
the lie to the persistent fallacy that private collecting is a thing of the past.
Patronage of the arts has not become, as many would have us believe, a public
rather than a private responsibility. Though it may be true that vast fortunes
in the hands of a few cultured individuals are no longer available to be
lavishly dispersed on what may be considered the fashionable art of the moment,
it is obvious that the number of discriminating collectors of more modest means
is increasing. Although we might have had the privilege of borrowing from
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ROOM XVII AT TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
as seen during the L.A.C.F. Exhibition



the vast resources of certain country-house collections, it was soon apparent
that we could do but little justice to the material available in these smaller
collections. Certain sections such as engravings, glass, textiles, jewellery, etc.,
had to be left out entirely, and only a part of the worthy material in other
sections could be accepted.
One might also ponder over the remarkable diversity of interests displayed

in this exhibition and seek an explanation as to why in some instances collecting
is confined within so narrow a range. It is, of course, easily explicable why
a. person who begins to study and collect say porcelains of one country or
period should completely disregard others equally beautiful which do not come
within his field of interest, or that one who derives great satisfaction from early
English topographical drawings should find no place in his collection for the
products of contemporary artists, because this is often a question of knowledge
rather than taste. But it is less easy to decide why certain divers groups of.
objects which appear to have no aesthetic relationship are collected by one
person, or why there is such an urgent desire to credit a work of art, bought
for pleasure rather than gain, to an established roaster even though it is only
remotely similar in style.

Perhaps the fundamental question to be answered is why people collect at
all. There are, of course, a variety of reasons, but for those who seek the
answers such an exhibition as this may offer some clues to a solution. Not all
the owners represented in this exhibition could be styled collectors, because
in some instances their treasured possessions have come to them by inheritance.
In some instances, however, works of art so acquired have acted as an incentive
for further acquisition.
Whatever the initial inspiration or motive might be, art collecting is perhaps

the most satisfying of. all hobbies because of the constant pleasure and inspira-
tion which one derives from living in the environment of works of art. Our
taste and outlook tends to be conditioned by the things around us, and the
ultimate satisfaction to be derived from owning works of art is the personal
enjoyment we get from the contemplation of them. This is an indulgence no
longer the prerogative of a privileged few. Art collecting can be an expensive
hobby, but the exhibition showed that fine collections could be brought
together without the expenditure of huge fortunes. Taste and discrimination
are more valuable than a deep purse. We might hope that to many who
enjoyed this inspiring array of beautiful objects, the exhibition will be an
inspiration to start them on the quest for lovely things which they can take
pride in acquiring and derive pleasure from owning.

E.I.M.
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THE FOULTERER Oil on panel 17"x 14"
LENT BY PROFESSOR PASSEY

DUTCH SCHOOL
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The L A.C.F..Members Exhibition

OIL PAINTINGS

Most people probably enjoyed this exhibition as a combination of furniture,
pictures, porcelains, silver and jades, but those who wished to be "choosey"
may have discovered many individual works to ponder and perhaps to puzzle
over in isolation. Among the oil paintings there was food in plenty for thought
as well as enjoyment. These were fairly equally divided between old and
modern pictures, with the balance in favour of modern which included a
strong contingent of living artists, many of fame and some of promise.
The older paintings included German, Dutch and Flemish works of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a few Italian pictures, and some English
portraits and landscapes of the eighteenth century, and finally some examples
of nineteenth century landscape and genre. Few, least of all the owners, would
wish to pretend that all these pictures were "masterpieces," but most encom-
passed the difficult transition from home to exhibition gallery without loss of
face though not always without change of name. Some had already been
hardened by experience. Mr. F. H. D. Atkinson's "Adoration of the Magi,"
for example, was exhibited in the City Art Gallery as the picture of the month
for February 1950. It was rescued from oblivion in 1945 when it was cleaned
and the flaking paint relaid. Even if the attribution to Mabuse claimed by an
inscription on the back of the panel is quite unacceptable, it is undoubtedly
the work of a contemporary working in a late gothic tradition. From the same
lender came a picture attributed to Ambrosius Francken ("Pilate washing his
hands") and a Flemish landscape with figures in the manner of Brueghel was
lent by Mr. T. E. Harvey. From Mr. Harvey also came two German pictures,
"An Abbot Saint holding the Devil on a Chain" attributed to the School of
Cologne and a portrait of Luther. The Dutch pictures included several genre
paintings, a landscape by or attributed to Aert van der Neer, and two notable
flower paintings on panel by Abraham Bosschaert, one of the earliest of Dutch
flower painters. The last two were lent by Mr. Digby Chamberlain who also
lent "The Vegetable Seller" by G. van Donck (active 1610—40), best known
for his book illustrations. Professor Passey's "The Poulterer," though of
uncertain attribution, was an especially notable contribution to the Dutch
genre pictures and is here reproduced. Other examples came from Miss M.
Jackson and from Mr. Atkinson. "The Head of an Old Man," also belonging
to Professor Passey, described in the catalogue as Flemish, was tentatively
ascribed by a visiting expert to Giacomo Francesco Cipper, a German artist
of the Italian school active during the eighteenth century. His signature occurs
on several paintings but nothing else is known of him. The same expert was
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PORTRAIT OF A MAN ENGLISH SCHOOL

Oil on canvas 30" x 24"
LENT BY SIR GEORGE AND LADY MARTIN

PORTRAIT OF A LADY ENGLISH SCHOOL

Oil on canvas 25" X 20"
LENT BY DR. D ARGY HANN



inclined to ascribe the profile head of an old man (or possibly of an old woman)
to Antonio Amorosi (1660—c.1736), the author of frescoes at Civita-Vecchia
and some altar pieces in several churches in Rome, but chiefly known for his
paintings of fantasy. Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Hines'St. Magdalena" is based
fairly closely on Lorenzo Pasinelli's painting of the same subject in the
Liechtenstein Gallery, Vienna. Italian view painting was represented by Mrs.
Sara Gilchrist's "Venetian Scene" and Mrs. Winifred Harvey's "Grand Canal,
Venice" by Marieschi.
The outstanding example of English eighteenth century portraiture was

undoubtedly the threequarter length portrait of a man wearing a red velvet
coat seated in a landscape lent by Sir George and Lady Martin, to whom it
was presented recently by a gentleman in America. The identities of artist
and sitter have been the subject of considerable debate. The finely carved and
gilt wood frame bears the name of Reynolds but this attribution has not
received serious support. On the back of the canvas is a cutting from a German
newspaper referring to the dispersal of the Grafin Egon von Wallmoden's
collection from the Schloss Soder (Brabeck Galerie), but no mention is made
of this particular picture and it cannot be assumed at the moment that it
formed part of this collection at any time. Few eighteenth century portraits
establish so sympathetic a link between sitter and spectator and it should not
be impossible to discover the identity of this amiable and unaffected gentleman.
The same might be said of Dr. D'arcy Harm's austere, almost monochrome
portrait of a lady, whose personality, although very different, is also vividly
portrayed. It once belonged to Dr. Herbert Thompson, a former art critic of
the yorkshire Post. The name of the artist and the sitter are again unrecorded.
John Russell was represented by his portrait of Sir Thomas Bonsall, who seems
to have been a Sheriff of Cardiganshire and to have been knighted in 1795.
This portrait came from Mrs. W. H. Ledgard. Portraiture of the earlier
eighteenth century was represented by Mrs. M. L. Roche's oval canvas of
"Isabella Lauder."
Mr. T. E. Harvey's "Island ofl'enice" would appear to merit serious

consideration as a possible work by Wilson. Other landscapes by or attributed
to Constable, Crome, Nasmyth, Vincent, Schwanfelder and Henry Jutsum
were lent by the Misses Powys, Miss Elaine Barran, Mrs. C. E. Warren and
Miss M. Jackson. To the nineteenth century also belonged a number of
landscape and genre pictures by Dutch and English artists, lent by Mr.
Geoffrey H. Wooler, Miss Elaine Barran and Mr. Norman Butler. "The
Choir of the Capuchin Convent in Rome" by Fanqois Granet (1775—1849)
belonging to Mr. T. E. Harvey is probably one of fifteen or sixteen versions of
the subject made by the artist after his return from Rome to Paris in 1819.
A stepping stone to an impressive group of paintings by artists of the school

of Paris lent by Mr. Edmund Arnold and Mr. Wyndham T.Vint was provided
by Mr. Arnold's picture of a man reading a newspaper signed "Manet."
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EARLY MORNING ON THE SLIGO Oil on canvas 9"X 14"
LENT BY EDMUND ARNOLD ESQ.

JACK YEATS

From the same lender came pictures by Adler, Modigliani, Picasso, Rouault
and Vuillard, while from Mr. Vint came two gouache landscapes by Vlaminck
and an oil sketch by de Chirico (reproduced on page 24). From Mr. Vint also
came a notable series of pictures by British artists, Sickert and Tonks, Bevan
and Ginner, Christopher Wood and Paul Nash, and Mr. Arnold followed up
with three works by the Irish painter, Jack Yeats, to which Mr. George Black
added a fourth. Around this nucleus were gathered works by John Cooper,
Mare Gertler, and Spencer Gore (lent by Messrs. W. T. Oliver, T. E. Harvey
and E. I.Musgrave) among the deceased and by Duncan Grant, Ben Nicholson,
Rowland Suddaby, R. V. Pitchforth, Charles Murray, Jacob Kramer, Victor
Pasmore, Carol Weight, Dudley Holland, Prunella Clough, Maurice de
Sausmarez and Francis Wall among the living.
This list of names indicates that there is to-day no rift between private

buying and public collecting. The time when the would-be buyer paid a
pilgrimage to the Royal Academy is as much a thing of the past for the private
patron as for the director of an art gallery. For the most part these are names
to be associated with Bond Street and Leicester Square rather than Burlington
House, but already such distinctions are becoming blurred and meaningless,
now that it has become fashionable to refer to the imitators of Picasso as"academic" and a return to realism is said to be just around the corner.
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Taste like nature abhors a vacuum. The first half of this century has been
prodigal of its resources and it seems that we have reached a point where
catchwords, realism as against abstractionism and the like, have lost their
dynamite except for a few partisans of one school or the other. To Victor
Pasmore the choice may have been one of artistic life or death, but to the
collector it is more often a choice between good and bad, like or dislike,
communication or failure to communicate. Between the painting by Jack
Yeats reproduced on page 8 and the painting by Paul Nash reproduced on
page 9, there is as much difference of artistic intention and method as there
well could be. One is a work of realism painted by a man who delights in the
sensuous qualities of an oily medium; the other a work of surrealism by a
man whose intellectual purpose might equally well have been served by
watercolours. One captures the effect of a particular moment of time in a
particular place, the other evokes the spirit of February through an effective
use of symbolism the block of wood cleft by a bill-hook in its bleak setting.

W.W.
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1'EBRUARY

Oil on canvas 20 X 24
LENT BY WYNDHAM T. VINT ESQ.

PAUL NASH
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HEAD OF A NEGRO BOY JAGQB EPsTEIN
Bronze, height 7"

LENT BY MISS J. HORNER

MOTHER AND CHILD HENRY MOORE
Alabaster, height 11"

LENT BY EDMUND ARNOLD ESQ.



SCULPTURE AND JADE

In the compass of a short article it is not possible to give an adequate survey
of the sculpture, not because of the amount but because of the variety of the
material. Although there were only twenty-three pieces so listed, one can
justifiably add the excellent collection ofjades lent by Mr. Digby Chamberlain
and many of the Egyptian antiquities lent by Mr. Raymond Hepper. In fact
it was interesting to note that Miss Horner showed Egyptian pieces similar to
those lent by Mr. Hepper but without regard for their significance as antiques,
and to be regarded only from an aesthetic point of view. Here are two entirely
different attitudes of mind towards similar objects.
Contemporary artists dominated the sculpture section and the two York-

shire sculptors Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth were well represented,
the former by a sensitive carved alabaster "Head of 1929,"lent by Mr. and Mrs.
H. R.Hepworth; a lively little "Mother and Child of 1932"in the same medium
belonging to Mr. E. Arnold; and a small bronze "holding" sculpture which
showed his interest in the close relationship between the visual and tactile
enjoyment of form. An early figure of 1928 by Barbara Hepworth showed the
sculptor still interested in the more obvious interpretation of the human form;
but more characteristic was the white marble "Form 1936," in which the
artist achieved those qualities of form, poise and surface excitement which we
now associate with her more recent work.
Jacob Epstein was represented by three typical bronzes from the collections

of Mrs. Gilchrist, Miss Horner and Mr. G. Black. From the last named came
the "Study for Resurrection Group," a powerful piece of modelling. John
Skeaping and Aristide Maillol were also represented, and there were a few
pieces of Indian, Persian and Tibetan sculpture.
Mr. Chamberlain's fine display of Chinese jade was one of the focal points

of the exhibition. The joy of the material itself is sufficient to create an initial
interest, but the superb carving of some of the early Han, Ming and Sung
pieces gives added joy to its contemplation. In all these pieces the carving is
always devised to accentuate the beauty of the material. As a personal choice
I would select the finely wrought bowl in green jade which seemed to epitomize
the objective of the greatest artists in this medium to seek a form which is
wholly sympathetic to the colour, texture and translucence of the material,
and to develop that form to such a degree of perfection that it becomes integral
to the material and the material to it. That is the sculptural ideal which many
contemporary sculptors are aiming to recapture.

E.I.M.
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WRITING TABLE
1 alnut, height 40"

LENT BY ALFRED JOWETT ESP,

ENGLISH C. 1670 URN STAND ENGLISH c. 1780
Mahogany, height 28"

LENT BY D. D. SCHOFIELD ESQ.



FURNITURE

Of the seventy items of furniture included in the exhibition most were
English, and it was interesting to note that the dominant groups were late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century walnut, and late eighteenth century
and Regency mahogany. A number of mid-eighteenth century pieces were
excluded because they had already been seen in the Chippendale exhibition
last year, but there appears to be a marked concentration by collectors on these
earlier and later groups.
The desire for the early walnut pieces is understandably fashionable when,

in these days of small rooms, such delightful and decorative pieces as were to
be found in the exhibition are available. This period of English furniture,
from the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660 to the end of the reign of
Queen Anne in 1714, was one of the most interesting because of the great
variety of types of furniture which were made. The contempt which was
shown for the austere, heavy oak of former times, with its restricted range of
types, became manifest in the variety of objects in the lighter and more dec-
orative wood, and with greater elegance of design often based on foreign ideas.
The little writing desk, lent by Mr. Alfred Jowett, dating from c. 1670, is

reputed to be one of the earliest known pieces of its kind. The draw-out
supports and the interior fittings have an affinity with less elegant products of
the present day in which the fundamental principle of design remains the
same. This important and charming piece was accompanied, from the same
collection, by a beautifully proportioned cabinet on a contemporary stand
dating from c. 1700, and a dressing-mirror of walnut with gilt decoration and
a finely fitted drawer in the base. This latter piece came originally from
Hampton Court.
Other outstanding pieces belonging to this period were a small Batchelor's

chest fitted with a folding top and five drawers dating from about 1710; a
wine cooler in Virginian walnut, c. 1700; and a handsome table fitted with
three drawers, c. 1710, from Mrs. Winifred Harvey. A figured walnut table
of about 1690, and a figured and cross banded cabinet lent by Mrs. Gordon
May; also a fine lacquered cabinet dating from the reign of Queen Anne lent
by Mr. Digby Chamberlain added to the interest and variety of this section,
giving some indication of the high standard which English craftsmanship had
attained and the ingenuity which was applied to new designs.
But ingenuity was not a prerogative of these early designers. Towards the

end of the eighteenth century came a new passion for intricacy of design and
surprising novelties. The extreme delicacy which could be achieved in
mahogany, satinwood and other basic materials was illustrated in the designs
which are usually associated with the names of Hepplewhite and Sheraton,
though it is never possible to ascribe a piece to either hand.
Notable amongst the novelties was Mr. D. D. Schofield's Harlequin writing
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HARLEQUIN WRITING AND DRESSING TABLE hfahogany, height 39" ENCI.ISH, c. 1790
LENT BY D. D. SCHOFIELD ESR.

and dressing table, c. 1790, in which the designer had achieved a technical
tour-de-force. The extraordinary compactness, combined with good proportion
and fine workmanship made this a real centre of interest for visitors. Other
fine pieces of this period from Mr. Schofield were a shaving mirror with
telescopic stand; a card table inlaid with satinwood and cane; a mahogany
wig stand, complete with powder box; and perhaps the most elegant of all
the pieces in the exhibition, a small urn stand. This tray piece, only 28 inches
high, was greatly admired. It was simple mahogany with a circular top and
carved stem with very restrained inlay, but it had a charm of its own unlike
anything else in the exhibition. Mrs. Gordon May, Mr. Digby Chamberlain,
Mr. Bradfer-Lawrence and Lady Martin all contributed pieces of this period,
particularly chairs, most of which illustrated the extraordinary refinement
achieved by the craftsmen of the period.
The first half of the nineteenth century saw a rapid decline in the standard

of taste which culminated in the atrocious contortions of the 1851 exhibition.
Nevertheless, when restraint was still exercised, interesting pieces were to be
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found, and a few such were included in the exhibition. One tends to admire
such pieces as the tripod table lent by Mr. R. Hepper more for their novelty
than their beauty. This extraordinary piece was one moment an innocent
looking table and the next a dressing table with sliding and adjustable mirror
etc. But other pieces of the same period had real dignity and of these we are
delighted to add to our collection the work table inlaid with various woods,
and the tea caddy table which were lent and have now been presented by
Miss M. E.Jackson.
Of the clocks in the exhibition the long case by John Ebswater, c. 1690, was

perhaps the most interesting. This was lent by Mr. D. M. W. Scott, together
with an early eighteenth century bracket clock by Anthony Harrison.
Although there were a few pieces of French furniture they were occasional

occurrences, and there is obviously no marked enthusiasm for anything other
than English among local collectors. But a high standard has obviously been
established in this field and we could be justly proud of having the privilege
of showing these pieces in Temple Newsam. E.I.M.

SIDEBOARD hfnhogany, heigh( 32l"
LENT BY H. L. BRADFER-LAWRENCE ESQ.

ENGLIsH o. 1780



ARTS CA

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

SEPTEMBER 15 to
OCTOBER 4 REMBRANDT ETCHINGS

An exhibition of Rembrandt's etchings was recently shown in
Birmingham City Art Gallery. It was then disbanded and has
since been reassembled by Mr. Harold Wright for circulation by
the Arts Council.

OCTOBER 25 to
NOVEMBER 23 ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

This annual international exhibition is being held in Leeds this
year in connection with the centenary celebrations of the Leeds
Photographic Society. The exhibition will be opened by the
Princess Royal.

DECEMBER 6 to
DECEMBER 21 LEEDS FINE ARTS CLUB

Annual exhibition of members'ork

PICTURES FROM THE DULWICH COLLECTION
By the addition of thirty-two pictures, Leeds has become the
temporary home of a collection of Continental and British master-
pieces unrivalled in England outside London. Three galleries have
now been devoted to the exhibition of these pictures as well as the
staircase hall on the first floor, and the Queen's Room and the
corridor of the Sam Wilson extension leading to the pottery
gallery on the ground floor.

Central Court Exhibitions

NOVEMBER 29 to
DECEMBER 6

WATERWORKS DEPARTMENT
CENTENARY EXHIBITION

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 to DUSK

PICTURES FROM THE NATIONAL GALLERY
AND THE TATE GALLERY

These include a selection of Dutch pictures from the National
Gallery and British paintings by Cornelius Jonson, James Ward,
Augustus John and others from the Tate Gallery.
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LENDAR

SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS

Batley, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
Sheffiield, Graves Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Halifax, Art Gallery
Halifax, Art Gallery
Rotherham, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Batley, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Batley Grammar School, Students'aintings
Society of Marine Artists

Duke collection ofWatercolours
Edwardian Art

Indian Paintings (V. & A.)
Arts of China
English Chairs

English Embroidery
Chinese Porcelain

B.B.C.Drawings (V. & A.)
National Loan Collection of Old Masters

Medieval Illuminated MSS. (V. & A.)
Mary Kessel Embroidery (Arts Council)
Contemporary Dutch Paintings (A.E.B.)

Ballet Designs (Arts Council)
Handwriting Exhibition (Arts Council)

Splendid Occasions (Arts Council)
Huddersfield Art Society

Pisano Photographs (Arts Council)
Turner Exhibition

Early English Watercolours (V. & A.)
Watercolours from Paul Oppe Collection

Danish Posters
Drawings from the Graves Collection

OCT

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

OBER
to Oct. 11
to Oct 12
to Oct. 18
to Oct. 19
to Oct. 31
to Dec. 13
October
October
October
October

I to Nov. 2
I to Nov. 24
4 to Oct. 25
4 to Nov. 7
6 to Oct 25
8 to Oct. 26
11 to Nov. I
11 to Nov. 8
18 to Nov. 8
18 to Nov. 8
18 to Nov. 8
25 to Nov. 23
25 to Nov. 14
28 to Dec. 4

Halifax, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Keighley, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Batley, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Medieval Illuminated Manuscripts
Sheffield Society of Artists

Country Life (Arts Council)
Looking at Pictures (Arts Council)

College of Art Sketch Club
West Riding Artists'xhibition

School of Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Doncaster New Art Group

Hull Art Club
Roger Fry Memorial Exhibition (Arts Council)

Bertram Priestman Memorial Exhibition
West Riding Children's Art

Four Yorkshire Artists
Women's Art Group of Sheflield

NOVEMBER
November

Nov. I to Dec. 7
Nov. I to Nov. 22
Nov. I to Nov. 29
Nov. 8 to Dec. 14
Nov. 8 to Dec. 24
Nov. 13 to Nov. 30
Nov. 13 to Nov. 30
Nov. 15 to Dec. 7
Nov. 15 to Dec. 7
Nov. 15 to Dec. 13
Nov. 15 to Dec. 7
Nov. 15 to Dec. 6
Nov. 22 to Dec. 28

Rotherham, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Photographs and Prints of old Rotherham
Original prints of the French Impressionists

Royal Academy 1952 (selection)
Huddersfield Arts Society

The Heeley Art Club
Four Contemporary Artists

Modern Swedish Architecture
New English Art Club

DECEMBER
December
December

Dec. 6 to Jan. 3
Dec. 6 to Jan. 3
Dec. 6 to Jan. 11
Dec. 13 to Jan. 3
Dec. 13 to Jan 3
Dec. 13 to Jan. 18
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GROUP OF CHELSEA PORCELAIN
LENT BY J. FLETCHER ESQ.

1
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GROUP OF CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN
LENT BY D. D. SCHOFIELD ESQ.



POTTERY AND PORCELAIN
Something of the extraordinary diversity of ceramic wares was reflected in

this exhibition which included examples of Chinese, Persian, Greek and
English work.
Perhaps one of the most satisfactory features was the excellence of the earlyEnglish porcelain lent by Mr. J. Fletcher. His collection of Chelsea China wasa living testimony to the grace and charm of the wares of this factory. Amongthe figures was an exquisite head of a woman, originally a cane handle, of theTriangle or earliest period, and a superb little Red Anchor model, symbolicalof winter, from a set of the seasons. Both these pieces showed that sensitive

and lively modelling always associated with Sprimont. For those whose joy it
is to behold the unique and sometimes minute "toys"—seals and scent bottles-of this factory there was an entrancing selection. A pair of octagonal RedAnchor period plates in "Kakiemon" manner were fine examples of Chelsea's
distinctive painting. Though ofJapanese origin in design the painting revealeda style which was characteristically and charmingly English.
Continental porcelain was surprisingly lacking. A notable exception wasDr. D'arcy Harm's Dresden figure of "A lady in a Crinoline." Modelled byKaendler, the strong colours, bold modelling and play of light and shadecreated by the deep folds of the drapery, make this a typical example of thework in which this most important of modellers excelled.
Much of the Chinese porcelain showed that high degree of craftsmanship

reached by the Chinese potters over many thousands of years. A beautifully
enamelled Famille Rose plate, depicting the legend of the Fairy Ma Ku goingto congratulate the Queen of Heaven on her birthday, was among a fine
collection of pieces lent by Mr. D. D. Schofield. Mrs. Egerton's monochrome
blue Sung bowl illustrated the remarkable simplicity of shape and colouring
upon which thc Chinese potter of that day relied and which none has surpassedsince. Of the same dynasty and equally lovely form was the vase with Kylinmasks lent by Mr. B. C. Gillinson.
Later English porcelain was represented by some good examples such as the

Duesbury Derby vases lent by Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Arming, and the pair of
deep blue ground Worcester plates from an anonymous lender.
In this exhibition greater emphasis was given to porcelain than earthenware.

Nevertheless, one might have expected to see more representative examplesfrom the once famous Leeds Pottery which at thc height of its fame producedmuch fine ware. Some typical pieces, however, lent by Mr. H. Peacock, werea reminder of the part once played by Leeds in this art.
J.G.
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RIVER SCENE Watercolour 15" X 20"
LENT BY THE MISSES E. G. AND E. M. LUPTON

PAUL SANDBY



WATERCOLOURS AND DRAWINGS

Like the oil paintings, these were scattered over a period of about four
centuries —from the mid-sixteenth century to the present day. First there was
a notable group of Flemish and Dutch drawings of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, then an equally notable group of watercolours by English
artists of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, followed by a more
miscellaneous selection of nineteenth century watercolours and drawings,
chiefly British but including three drawings by French and two by Japanese
artists, and finally a large number of "moderns" including a strong proportion
of works by living artists.
The Flemish and Dutch group was distinguished by three pen and wash

drawings attributed to Jan Brueghel, Roelandt Savery and David Vinckeboons.
They were lent by Mr. Alfred Jowett who acquired them with the album of
two hundred and fifty drawings formerly belonging to Lord Treowen at
Llanover House which had remained unknown until their sale in 1934.
According to Mr. A. E. Popham in his article on Mr. Alfred Jowett's collection
of drawings at Killinghall published in Apollo (March 1938), the album
"must have been brought together in Flanders or Holland in the seventeenth
or eighteenth century by some collector with a particular interest in the land-
scape of the sixteenth and earlier seventeenth century and is ofgreat importance
to the student of that period." Indeed Mr. Popham considered that it "might
almost form the theme for an article on the origins of landscape drawings in
the Netherlands." Most of these drawings have since been resold, but a few,
including the three lent to the exhibition, remain in Mr. Jowett's possession.
The harbour drawing of boats attributed to Jan Brueghel (1568—1625) was
one of ten drawings attributed to this artist in the album, though according to
Mr. Popham "by no means all of these are original works of this much copied
artist." The album also contained several drawings by Roelandt Savery
(1576—1639) similar in style to the delightful study of dilapidated buildings
beside a pond seen in the exhibition. No less delightful was the study of trees
by David Vinckeboons (1578—1629) who was also represented in the album
by some depictions of tournaments and village merrymakings.
The interesting pen and blue wash sketch of a gun carriage optimistically

inscribed "Di Michel Angelo Buonaroti" belonging to Mr. E. I. Musgrave,
appears to be the work of a Dutch or Flemish draughtsman of the sixteenth
century. Miss Theo Moorman's attractive watercolour by a Dutch artist of
the later seventeenth century was recently cleaned by Mr. Constantine of
Sheffield and found to bear the signature "Feerlincks," but no artist of this
name appears to be recorded in standard works of reference. The chalk
drawing of a child's head lent by Professor Passey is clearly taken from a
motive by Rubens and is probably the work of a French artist of the eighteenth
century. It belongs to the period of the rococo rather than that of the baroque.
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BOLTON ABBEY (1802) Watercolour 20$" x 13"
LENT BY H. L. BRADFER-LAWRENCE ESQ.

THOMAS GIRTIN

l~
g

BRIDGNORTH (1802) N'atercolour 13" x 8$"
LENT BY H. L. BRADFER-LAWRENCE ESQ.

J. S. COTMAN
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English landscape drawings of the seventeenth century are extremely rare
and none was represented in the exhibition, but the vigorous school of
eighteenth century watercolours and landscape drawings was well shown in
works by Paul Sandby, Thomas Gainsborough, William Payne, Anthony
Devis and Thomas Daniell. Paul Sandby, the younger and better known of
the two Sandby brothers, who used to be called "the father of English water-
colour painting," was represented by no less than four watercolours, two of
which were lent by Mr. Bradfer-Lawrence, a third by the Misses E. G. and
E.M. Lupton and a fourth by Sir George Martin. The lovely "River Scene"
belonging to the Misses Lupton here reproduced, is, in the words of Laurence
Binyon speaking generally of Sandby's work, "full of cool sunshine." It shows
his use of body colour to give the opaque effect of an oil painting. About 1762,
Gainsborough considered that Sandby was "the only man of genius" who has
painted "real views from Nature in this country." Gainsborough seldom
painted in watercolour himself and, apart from his early years in Suffolk,
seldom it would seem direct from nature. The excellent examples of his chalk
drawings lent by Mrs. Egerton and Mr. Bradfer-Lawrence belong to the "vast
number of bold, free sketches of landscape and cattle which Gainsborough
struck out" during his leisure hours from "face painting" in Bath and London,
often it seems working by candlelight from natural models constructed on his
table from stones and moss collected during his excursions in the country.
These black and white chalk drawings, sometimes with wash and often, like
one ofMrs. Egerton's examples, on blue paper, must be considered among the
loveliest productions of the English rococo. From Mr. Bradfer-Lawrence also
came some very interesting watercolours by Anthony Devis (1729—1816) and
Thomas Daniell (1749—1840). The two by Devis were from a series of fourteen
watercolours made for Thomas Lister, later first Lord Ribblesdale, who
probably commissioned them as part of a scheme to popularize the Malham
portion of his estate. Additional interest was lent to this tantalizing glimpse of
eighteenth century patronage by the loan of Devis's letters and bills relating
to the commission. Thomas Daniell is best known for his large publication
called Oriental Scenery, the fruit of ten years in India with his nephew William.
His three views of Brimham Rocks in the exhibition proved that Yorkshire
scenery could vie with the East when an eighteenth century artist wished to
indulge a patron's taste for the strange and miraculous. To these landscapes
Morland's watercolour sketch of a ragamuffin lent by Professor Passey and
Gainsborough's rapid chalk and wash drawing of a captain of a trading vessel
at Amsterdam lent by Mr. Musgrave, were delightful additions.
The development of English watercolour painting in the nineteenth century

was exemplified in works by Girtin, Cotman, Turner, de Wint, Cox, Prout,
Thomas Shotter Boys, Edward Lear and others. Both Girtin and Cotman were
each represented by two works. Girtin's "Richmond Castle" lent by the Misses
Lupton provided an opportunity of comparison with the watercolour of the
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THE GLADIATORS GIORGIO DE CHIRICO

Oil on canvas 22" x 18"
LENT BY WYNDHAM T. VINT ESQ.

A NIGHT SCENE PABLO PICASSO

Chalk drawing 11"x 8"
LENT BY ALFRED JOWETT ESQ.



same name in the City Art Gallery. Mr. Thomas Girtin, the great-grandson
of the artist on whose work he is the leading authority, considers that Miss
Lupton's example was used for the engraving in Walker's Copper-plate Magazine,
a "cabinet of picturesque prints consisting of sublime and interesting views of
Great Britain and Ireland" published in London between 1792 and 1802, for
which Girtin prepared a number of drawings. Girtin's "Bolton Abbey" belong-
ing to Mr. Bradfer-Lawrence also lent itself for comparison with the recently
acquired view of Bolton Abbey in the City Art Gallery. It is signed and dated
1802. To the same year belongs Cotman's "Bridgnorth" from the same collec-
tion. This was made during Cotman's second tour in Wales and is presumably
identical with the one mentioned by S. D. Kitson in his biography of the
artist (page 41). Cotman had also sketched the same view on his first visit to
Wales in 1800 when he was probably accompanied by Girtin, whose noble
view of Bridgnorth dated 1802 (the last year of his life), now in the British
Museum, Kitson supposes to have been carried out from a sketch made two
years previously. Another Welsh view was provided by Turner's large "St.
Donat's Castle" also belonging to the Misses Lupton. It may be identical
with the watercolour of this name recorded by Finberg as having been exhibited
in 1801 at the Royal Academy. Works by Peter de Wint came from the same
lender and from Miss Elaine Barran, who also lent a small pencil drawing by
Cotman and a chalk drawing of lions and cub by John M. Swan. Cox was
represented by three watercolours lent by Mrs. C. E. Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Ryott and Professor M.J. Stewart. The painterly progression unfolded in
these works was suddenly halted by two watercolour drawings by Edward Lear
of "Edfod" and "Philae" (lent by the Misses Powys) in an obstinately pre-
Girtin formula all his own, but those who wished were given an opportunity
of retracing the later history of English landscape painting through the
excellent works by Wilson Steer, Muirhead Bone and Derwent Lees to its
later developments by living artists such as Rowland Suddaby, John Piper,
G. Mayer Marton and John Minton.

Figure studies and caricatures ranging from Phiz to Picasso were too
numerous to mention individually. Mr. Wyndham T. Vint lent drawings by
Gaudier Brzeska, Guys, Eric Gill, Sickert and McEvoy, and Mr. Alfred Jowett
drawings by Sickert, Mervyn Peake and P. Ruiz Picasso whose "Night Scene,"
here reproduced, takes us back to the streets of Paris at the turn of the century
with Steinlen and Toulouse-Lautrec as the presiding genii. Another link with
Picasso's early career was provided by Mr. Musgrave's profile sketch of
Santiago Rusinol, the Spanish painter-playwright of whom Picasso did a
caricature for the December number of the magazine Pel P Ploma in 1900.

W.W.
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Elizabeth Ingram Shepherd,
afterwards

Mrs. Meynell

Isabella Ingram Shepherd,
afterwards

2nd Marchioness of Hertford

I'rancisSeymour Conway,
afterwards

3rd Marquess of'ertford

Frances Ingram Shepherd,
afterwards,

Lady William Gordon

FROM THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS BY JOHN DOWNMAN 'IN THP WALLACE COLLECTION> BY PERMISSION
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Portraits of some Ingram 13escendants

FOUR TINTED DRAWINGS BY JOHN DOWNMAN

Reynolds'ull length portrait of Lady Hertford recently presented to
Temple Newsam House by the National Art-Collections Fund on the occasion
of the late Sir Robert Witt's eightieth birthday was first exhibited in the
Royal Academy Exhibition of 1781.
To the same year belongs a likeness of Lady Hertford (or Lady Beauchamp

as she then was) by John Downman, whose delicate and charming tinted
drawings form such a valuable anthology of late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth century portraiture. This portrait drawing, together with three other
similar portrait drawings, was formerly in the possession of the Hertford family
and is now exhibited in the Founders'oom at the Wallace Collection in
London, by whose permission the four drawings are here reproduced.
All those who have seen Reynolds'ortrait of the great Whig hostess of later

years hanging in the Long Gallery at Temple Newsam House, will find it
difficult to reconcile these two very different impressions of her and may be
inclined to doubt whether Downman's drawing has been correctly identified.
The identification, however, seems to be beyond question for as D. S.MacColl,
a former keeper of the Wallace Collection, pointed out in an article on these
four portrait drawings published in the Burlington Magazine (March, 1924),
three sketches for Downman's drawing of Lady Hertford exist and at least two
of them bear identity notes in Downman's handwriting.
One of these came to light in an album of Downman's sketches sold at

Sotheby's on February 15th, 1922, from Sir Edward Coates's estate and bears
the following note: "Lady Beauchamp duplicate study 1781 for a half length
of which I drew three. She was the Honble Isabella-Ann Ingram (Shepherd)
Daughter and Coheir of Charles Viscount Irvine see another vol. 2d P 13."
One of the two remaining sketches is reproduced by Lord Ronald Sutherland
Gower in Bric-a-Brae and the other in a monograph on John Downman
published in 1917 by Dr. Williamson who, however, describes the drawing as
"Miss Way" and reproduces it above the presumably erroneous caption
"Very pretty, but empty headed."
Thc identities of the other portrait drawings are less well attested, but as they

all belonged to the Hertford family it is reasonable to suppose they represent
members of the family or family connections, and D. S. MacColl was inclined
to identify them as portraits of Lady Hertford's sisters, Frances and Elizabeth,
and of her only son, Francis Charles Seymour Conway, afterwards third
marquess of Hertford, to whom Temple Newsam would have passed on his
mother's death, had not the 9th Viscount Irwin, fearing that the Ingram name
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should be lost in the Hertford peerage, entailed the estate on his eldest
daughter's second son, or, failing such issue, upon the son of his second or
succeeding daughters.
Born on the 11th March, 1777, his age would tally with that of the little

boy shown in Downman's drawing which is also dated 1781. Moreover, it is
known that John Downman did a drawing of him, for on the version of Lady
Hertford's portrait reproduced by Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower, he wrote:
"Lady Beauchamp, 1781...I drew three of this, and her little boy." As a
man of affairs and fashion, he became famous in London "for the splendour
of his entertainments, his accomplishments, wit and dissipation." Like his son,
the fourth marquess, he was also a collector, though on a much smaller scale
and he was chiefly interested in Dutch rather than French pictures.
There is no corrobatory evidence that the two remaining drawings represent

Frances and Elizabeth Ingram Shepherd. One of them is signed like the
portraits of Lady Hertford and the little boy, "J.D.1781" and the other,
"J.Downman 1783," and it may be supposed that the earlier one represents
Frances, the second of the five sisters, and that the later one represents
Elizabeth, the third sister.

1781 was the year of Frances'arriage to Lord William Gordon, brother
of Lord George Gordon, acquitted three weeks earlier of a charge of high
treason for his share in the anti-popery riots. On the death of Lady Hertford
in 1834, Temple Newsam passed to her, but her only child, a daughter
(Frances Isabella Gordon whose features as a child of five had inspired
Reynolds "Heads of Angels" in the National Gallery), was already dead, and
when Frances died in 1841, she was succeeded by her nephew, Hugo Charles
Meynell, son of Elizabeth, the supposed subject of the fourth drawing, who
had died in 1817. In neither one or other of these portrait drawings is it
possible to trace any resemblance to the portraits of the five Ingram Shepherd
girls shown in Benjamin Wilson's conversation picture now in the possession
of Colonel Meynell at Hoarcross.
Isabella Anne Ingram Shepherd, eldest daughter of the 9th Viscount Irwin,

was born in 1760 and married in 1776 Lord Beauchamp, who became at his
father's death in 1794, second marquess of Hertford. She was therefore
twenty-one when she sat for Downman in 1781. Hoppner exhibited a portrait
of her in 1784 and she was again painted by Reynolds in 1799.

W.W.

Correction:—The sentence 5 lines from the foot ofpage 17in the last issue (vol. 5 No. 18) should read
as follows: "Sandpaper pulled through the press over the plate is often used, and the method of sugar
aquatint op~ring greater freedom in drawing than the usual method of stopping out around the drawing, is

evident in the American prints and in a great deal of contemporary work."
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